
Follow husband & wife duo Jake and Ange Butler, on an 
adventure around the world as they bring moments in time 

to life on camera and canvas.

She’s organised, he brings the chaos.

13x30 minute
HD Factual Series



 
In this series, follow husband and wife duo, Jake and Ange, to all corners of the globe as they capture 
the world’s beauty on camera and canvas. Combining their love for photography and art, their roaming 
exhibition will take them to the most picturesque places on earth to capture moments in time and bring 
them to life through picture and paint.  With camera, canvas, passport and paints in tow, join us on an 
artistic adventure off the beaten track, as the pair goes in search of more inspiration. 
She’s the photographer, he’s the artist; together they’re “Painting Pictures”.

 
a young, self-taught artist renowned for his unique and free flowing style. Whether it’s on canvas or a 
life size mural on an empty wall, Jake creates one of kind pieces using acrylics, oils, pastel and aerosol. 
Jake lives with an essential tremor, which means he’s constantly shaking; something you’d expect to 
hinder his artistic ability. Instead, he’s one of the most sought- after Australian artists and his 
commissions have taken him around the world, branding him “Shakey Jakey”. His raw talent and 
contagious energy has seen him nominated for a Disability Support Award, due to his successful art 
workshops catered for those living with disabilities.
 
Like Jake, Ange had a very authentic Outback Australian upbringing, splitting her childhood between 
the family farm in rural Western Australia and the city. Experiencing the best of both worlds, Ange’s 
personality has been shaped by her country upbringing, having spent majority of her life surrounded by 
the natural environment, riding horses and working the farm. Studying art and photography throughout 
school and university, she’s creative and has an eye for capturing the essence of a person through a 
single portrait. Renowned for her stunning shots of landscapes and the rural outback, wherever Ange 
goes, her camera goes too.
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Show synopsis

ABOUT JAKE: 

ABOUT ANGE: 


